Wash-Checks® Pro

REF WC 118

Individual Protein Detection Test with 2.5m Swab

INDICATIONS FOR USE: The Wash-Checks Pro is a rapid test that has the ability to
detect residual proteins left behind on the surfaces of washer-disinfectors, ultrasonic
cleaners, endoscopes and surgical instruments.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: 1. Gloves should be worn when utilizing the protein kit to
avoid cross-contamination of protein residues from your skin. For safety, wear
appropriate PPE throughout the test procedure, and avoid directly inhaling the reagent.
2. If the object to be tested is already wet, vigorously swab the object, focusing in hinges
or crevices which may be contaminated. If the object of interest is dry, simply wet the
swab with tap water before vigorously swabbing. 3. Unscrew the cap and swirl the swab
in the brown reagent. 4. Discard the swab and screw the cap back on the reagent vial.
5. Visually inspect the reagent for color change. If the reagent has turned blue, protein
residue is present. The darker the blue color the more protein has been detected. If the
reagent remains brown, protein residue has not been detected. 6. One test strip has
been supplied for use as a positive control. To use it simply wet the swab, and vigorously
rub it on the red test soil on the aluminum strip. Unscrew the cap and swirl the swab in
the reagent. Discard the swab and screw the cap back on the reagent vial. The result will
be bright blue and provides a reference color for a highly positive reaction to protein.
STORAGE: Keep away from light and heat.
SHELF LIFE: Shelf life is 2 years from manufacture when refrigerated and 6 months
when not refrigerated.
For further product information refer to the SDS.
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